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Studio A Open HoursStudio A Open Hours 10/4 & 10/18 @ 1-5PM
Patrons ages 14+ can come and work on self-directed projects using
Studio A space & resources. Children ages 13 and under may use the
Creative Studio and work on projects together with an adult (18+)
caregiver. Work spaces & materials are allocated on a first come, first
served basis.

TechGirlz:TechGirlz:
What’s InsideWhat’s Inside
a Computer?a Computer?

10/5 @ 4-6PM
Interested in exploring
what's inside a
computer? Find out
what's inside a
computer by taking one
apart–all you really
need is a computer and
a few tools! We'll
provide the tools and
the computer, and you
get to have fun
exploring!

Tech HelpTech Help
Drop-InDrop-In
10/26 @ 10AM-12PM
Have a tech question? Join
us for monthly Tech Help
Drop-In sessions. Digital
learning staff will help you
answer technology-based
questions & address
concerns about laptops,
tablets, & smartphones.
Sessions are limited to 15
minutes.

Tech Night for Kids:Tech Night for Kids:
3D Design3D Design

2-part series: 10/10 &
10/12 @ 5:30-7PM

Come explore 3D-design! You'll learn how to manipulate 3D shapes by
moving, scaling, rotating, and creating holes within shapes. We also will
go over using tools like the ruler and workplane so you can make your
model just the right size. This is a two-part series; registration is required.

Plastic Bags toPlastic Bags to
PlastifabPlastifab

10/11 @ 5:30-6:30PM

Used plastic grocery bags can be given new life as fused plastic
fabric! Bring your own colorful plastic bags or use the supplies
provided to collage together an artistic piece of fused plastic
fabric. PlastiFab can be used as a sewing material to make things
like pencil cases, reusable tote bags, sandwich wraps, and more! 
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